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About This Game

akda - is a simple physical puzzle. The goal of the player is to throw the ball into the basket, avoiding obstacles.
- 30 levels

- Pleasant music
- Steam achievements

Controls: R - Restart level, LMB and arrows - control
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: akda
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 20 MB available space
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When I bought this game I was thinking I wouldn't like it because it was a moba. However after spending about an hour playing
it, I can say it's very entertaining and addictive.. Needs a lot more polish, I can't really recommend this. Hardcore golf, I have
not played the previous part, I will buy it later, but for now I like everything, I would like to have at least some help with
mistakes, but maybe then it would be too casual, I don’t know, I likeHardcore golf, I have not played the previous part, I will buy
it later, but for now I like everything, I would like to have at least some help with mistakes, but maybe then it would be too
casual, I don’t know, I like. this game is fantastic it easly my favorite game (at the momment} so simple to play just wish there
were more game types. well... more bewbs, yea why not! btw game still haven't patched multiplayer so you can only player her
on single player or coop solo :(
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Still too hard on easy, NOTHING casual about it. I can't start the game over in anyway because of steam cloud either, give me
the option for separate save slots and i'll turn it into a positive review just to SEE if the patch will kick in to make it easier.. VOI
is a unique puzzle game. It may be short and sometimes very easy, but it's enjoyable. The game's concept is simple and the
execution, in my opinion, is great.

I had a lot of fun playing this one. Some may say that the price is a little high for it's lenght and in a way I agree, but I still
recommend this game. If you really want to wait, the game has been on sale multiple times.. A good game. This game is actually
really challenging than it looks, but it is still truly fun to play.

10/10. I really enoyed this one! Looking forward to the sequel, whenever it gets finished!. buy the titan then build up to getting
three chasers never lost a fight yet fleet can only be 4 ships going to try battle ship ,titan an d 2 chasers next. 10\/10 spent my
money on a jacket potato. Nice and funny game. Good ideas in AI and levels. A few glitches though. I second the comments I
found elsewhere: it's adorable.. I've been a space(craft) sim fan for ages (from the very first ELITE through Freespace series to
Starlaner / Freelancer and the like) and this old one is perhaps my favourite. I played the box version a lot back in its time. For
me it sums up all the attributes why I liked X-Wing and Tie Fighter and also it has a great variety of both imperial and rebel
ships, and some more. I must add that the predecessors had harder missions in general but don't think XWA is a walk in the
park. The main difference that it added some colour and fun to it as you play a role (don't think RPG) of a young pilot whose
family got pulled into the war, not just "pliot: whatever".

The control system is based on the older Star Wars space sims and it evolved quite much I think, feels like a familiar tool. If you
think you can rely on your conroller only, you're sort of wrong as you'll have to use nearly all the keyboard to completely control
all the functions of the ship. You don't have to use all of them for all the ships but there are some missions that make your
fingers a celtic dancer on the keyboard. That's not a bad thing, it's just a fact.

In my opinion it's one of the Star Wars games that completely nailed the feel of the SW universe, like KOTOR I+II, Galactic
Battlegrounds (Age of Empires 2 with laser blasters, so what it was fun) and Jedi Knight (all of them really). Aww, LEGO Star
Wars too. It feels so much more Star Wars and alive than the latest Beetlefront for example.

It is not an easy game. You keep on chasing multiple goals and diverse use of tactics even during one mission while you have to
keep your attention on timing and see the battlefield as a whole (that is inherited from the predecessors).

It is a timeless classic of a space sim. I hope one day game designers will take the challenge to create a new Star Wars game like
this one. Until that, X-Wing Alliance has a whole lot of universe of its own mods to discover thanks to the faithful fanbase
community who keep this great classic game alive.. I hardly write reviews but this game really needs some promotion and can't
go left unsaid. The story starts sweet as they are young and exploring but soon throws you into choices that leave you thinking. I
won't go into further detail as you should go in as blind as possible.

The different endings depending on your choice are nicely fleshed out, worth to go through them. Certainly some of them threw
a curveball, which was a pleasant surprise. My first playthrough was about 6 hours long, I think I'm a medium speed reader, and
I finished the other endings in another 2 hours. You can skip the text automatically if you've already are familiar with the lines
and it will stop whenever you stumble upon unread lines. Also the skip speed is really nice.

Even if this Visual Novel isn't voiced the music is very ambient and amazingly fitting to every scene. What I found a nice little
touch that whenever a part played out in the rain it would have rain sound for a few second and then it would diminish, which
didn't leave you with constant repeating rain noise in the background. It was enough to get my attention to "hey, rain" and then
not bother me anymore through repeat. It's appreciated they made the effort in little noises to create more immersion.

I would highly recommend this Visual Novel to friends. Maybe not to people who are starting out with Visual Novels as it deals
with heavy themes and absolutely don't sugar coat them. (Which I highly appreciate, too little VNs of this caliber story.)
Absolutely worth my money I enjoyed playing through it.
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